P r o o f * Let e> 0. In the disk with the center v and radius & we take a rhombus R with the center v and the pairs of aides parallel to H^Hg, respectively (see Fig.1 ). Denote by r the vertex of B lying in the convex cone between ,H 2 , by t the symmetric vertex and by s,u the other ones. Vote that there exist supporting lines 1 1 ,l!, ,L 2 ,L' 2 of F suoh that seL 1$ tei!,, a eLg, t eL 2 and that L^out the segment ru and 1 2 »I> 2 out the segment rs. Let ^ denote the angle between H^I^ and f)^ the angle between H^L^, i=1,2. Put (i » -min {| , | (i',1, | (i 2 | , | |J' 2 |}. Obviously, (5 > 0. Now, if we turn our half-lines H 1t H 2 on any angle tf, where | ff | < (J, then the new vertex w of them lies in the quadrilateral Q between L^Lg.Lg,^. Sinoe QCR, we have | vw| < e whioh ends the proof.
A set Ccg n suoh that any set S of diameter <1 is oongruent to a subset of C is called a universal cover for sets of diameter 4 1* An equivalent property to the case oc = 120° of Lemma 1 was used by Pal [9] to prove that the regular hexagon whose parallel sides are in the distance 1 is a universal cover for sets of diameter <1. Now, we show a similar one: Lemma 2.
The heptagon D obtained from the square, whose parallel sides are in the distance 1, by cutting off three triangles by lines perpendioular to the diagonals at distance 1/2 from the center is a universal cover for plane sets of diameter p Proof.
Let S cs be a set of diameter < 1. We cover S by a set T of oonstant width 1 (see e.g. Any set of E^ of diameter 41 can be partitioned into 31 subsets, each of diameter ^1/2.
Proof. Any subset of diameter <1 lies in a set of constant width 1 ([4], p.126). Thus it is sufficient to show that any set A of constant width 1 oan be covered by 31 sets of diameters 41/2.
Jn virtue of the classical theorem of Jung [6] , A is a subset of a closed ball of radius V6/4. Hence there exists a ball J of radius V6^4 containing A and having a point p of A in its boundary. Obviously, A is a subset of the closed ball K of radius 1 with the center p. Thus AcjnK (i.e. JnK is a universal cover [7] ).
Let P 1t F2»P^t p 4 130 planes perpendioular to the axis of symmetry of JnK cutting J^K in the distanoes, respectively, A + 3<u, . A + 2<o, A +to and a from p, where A« (V6* -V5)/4 «• ^ 0.05336, co = -yJ/rfT -7/6 « 0.3154B.
An element airy calculation shows that P^ cuts off a part of diameter 1/2 from J, and so it outs off a part of diameter <1/2 from A.
The projection of A onto P^ is a plane set Z of diameter 1. We cover Z by the heptagon D, as in Lemma 2, and cover D by sets D 1 ,...,D 1 Q of diameter 5 , as in Lemma 3* Consequently, the part of A lying between P^ and P^ can be covered by 30 cylindrical sets, eaoh of diameter V<5 2 + u> 2 = * 1/2.
Thus A\W is covered by 31 sets of diameters ^ 1/2, where W denotes the small part of A cut off by the plane P^ To end the proof, we show below that M uw is of diameter 1/2, where M is the cylindrical set between P 1 and P^ with the base D^.
Since A is of constant width 1 in E-*, Z is a plane set of constant width 1. Moreover, Z is covered simultaneously by the heptagon D and by the disk whioh is the projection of J onto P 1 * Hence the center u of the disk is in distances < V6/4 from the sides of the heptagon D. Therefore the distance between u and the center o of D^ is not greater than f = = (V6>4 -1/2) V? « 0.15892.
Note that W is contained in the segment of the ball K cut off by the plane P^. The height of the segment equals = 1 -. A -3« « 0.00020 and the radius of its base is equal to < 5 -~\J-n 2 ' x 0.01999.
SinceV(u+H> 2 + (6/2 + * + q) 2 «0.48855 <1/2 and since M is of diameter 1/2, we get that Muw is of diameter 1/2. The proof is complete.
Note that if we slightly decrease A and « in the proof, our 31 parts are of diameters <1/2.
It may be very difficult to find the smallest number of subsets of diameters <1/2 on which can be partitioned any set AcB^ of diameter <1. It seems that more simple may be the question about the smallest number of subsets of diameters <1/2 on which can be partitioned the ball (or, equivalently, the sphere) of diameter 1. From the paper [3] of Danzer it results that this number is not greater than 20, On the other hand, the number is not smaller than 12 because the vertices of the icosahedron inscribed in the ball are in the distances exceeding 1/2. Next, it appears the question concerning the spherical analogue of a known plane propertyt is the area of any subset of a sphere not greater than the area of the spherical segment of identical diameter? If this is true for spherical subsets of diameter equal to the radius of the sphere, then the lower estimation can be improved from 12 to 15.
